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CHIEF MOHAMED JARI SECONDARY SCHOOL 

TERM TWO 2017 

END OF TERM EXAMINATION 

ENGLISH 

FORM THREE 

 

INSTRUCTION: Answer all questions 

1)FUNCTIONAL SKILL (20 MARKS) 

In the recent past, the water bill in your school has gone exceedingly high. The principal has 

constituted a committee whose mandate is to establish the cause of the problem and how it can 

be remedied. You have been appointed as the secretary to the committee. 

a) Write a report of your research                                                                                         

(12mrk) 

 

b) Write a thank you note to the school bursar who was especially helped during your 

research        (8mrk) 

 

 

                                        2.CLOZE TEST(10MRKS) 

Read the passage below and fill in each blank spaces  with an appropriate word. 

It is indisputable fact that agriculture ----------------------the backbone of the economy ,it is 

therefore -------------that we stop over relying on the rain feed agriculture, Israel is a classic ------

-----------------of  a county that has reclaimed its dessert and put them ---------------------------use, 

Land which was-------------------“useless” has been turned around and ------------------useful. 

Egypt which solely depend on -----------------River Nile is a leading exporter of fruit and cereals. 

For our country to--------------------self sufficient in food production and to get a--------------------

for export ,Land should be utilized to the --------------------This is only possible with irrigation. 

 

                             3.ORAL SKILLS (5MRKS) 

a)Identify and number any five pairs of words that are pronounced the same               (2 ½ ) 



Plane   mad   plain    mourn 

Burrow  cat             berry    mud 

Burry   you   bred   cut  

Pull   father   pool   ewe 

Bread   moan   fool   farther 

Further   see   full   sea 

b) Against each of the following sentences indicates whether you would end with a raising 

or failing intonation (2 ½) 

i) You actually saw the pyramids? ---------- 

ii) My younger sister has identical twin. ------ 

iii) Why did you oversleep? ------- 

iv) Could I come with you, please? ------------- 

v) What a tragic experiences that was! ------------------- 

                                                4.GRAMMAR(15MRKS) 

a) Each of the following sentences is repetitions .Rewrite the sentences removing the 

repetitions (5mrks) 

i) Kaka cannot be able to complete this exercise. 

 

ii) Please repeat again what you have said. 

 

iii) He hit a tree as he reversed back the car. 

 

iv) Komen can run faster than Johnston. 

 

b) Each of the following sentences has to possible meaning, Rewrite the sentences showing 

the differences meaning for each.                                                                           (4mrks) 



i) Juma likes reading more than Pamela. 

ii) Visiting friend can be annoying. 

 

c) Complete the following sentences by adding the correct question.   (3mrks) 

i) You are going to stay with us tonight ------------------------- 

ii) The workers have threaten to go for strikes---------------------- 

iii) They don’t wake up at six o’clock----------------- 

d) Rewrite the sentences according  to the instruction given ,Do not change the meaning 

(3mrks) 

i) I am not afraid of his strange ways (Begin: Despite----) 

 

ii) The players and the coach did not appear on the pitch.(Begin: Neither) 

 

iii) She forbid the boy to throw stone (Rewrite in the past tense) 

 

 

 5.   DRAMA (20MRKS) 

FRANCIS IMBUGA: BETRAYAL IN THE CITY  

“Abuse of power has led to failure of many countries in Africa and elsewhere in the world.” 

With relevant examples from the play, write an essay to illustrate this statement.  

  

 


